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Holland Helps Its Homosexuals
homosexuals live a relatively I always call this the 'mask' with a girl and conclude they
must be homosexuals.
emancipated existence, in the problem.
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ated 18th Century house on a from voluntary organizations. suicidal, state. We try to talk was convinced that homouiet side street. Inside, the In addition to its consultative them around until they feel sexuals were little better off
itmosphere is restful, with role, the center also under- they are in a position where in Holland than in other
tbstract paintings hanging on takes government-financed re- they can tell their parents. European countries. A homoSometimes we invite the sexual psychiatrist had applied
he white walls and the in- search work.
evitable greenery of Dutch So far, the commonest prob- parents to come along with for his job and was turned
plants flourishing In the lem has been the torment them and talk things over with down, he said.
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The staff includes a legal ex- apartments, they can't find them. Because of this they do
pert. Though Amsterdam's work—that sort of thing. But not have a sexual relationship
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